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Some general, « trans-organ » principles

• The main distinction in NENs is
between well- and poorly-
differentiated neoplasms

• Poorly-differentiated NENs are termed
neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs) 

• They always are of high grade of 
malignancy and could be distinguished
into two subtypes according to tumor
cell morphology

• Poorly-differentiated NENs might be
associated with a non-neuroendocrine 
component to form mixed tumors



Overview

• The phenotypic diversity of NECs

– The morphological basis

– The role of immunohistochemistry

• The emerging genotypic diversity of NECs

• Consequences for diagnosis and management

• Perspectives for future classifications



The phenotypic diversity
of poorly differentiated NENs



NEC morphological diversity
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The morphological basis
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The morphological basis
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The morphological basis
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Challenges in histological classification

• Overlapping and composite tumors

• Reproducibility



The role of immunohistochemistry

• Immunohistochemistry is required to demonstrate
the neuroendocrine nature of a poorly
differentiated carcinoma, but …  
– Cytokeratins: weak expression
– Synaptophysin (SYN): sensitive marker but not fully

specific, resulting in several diagnostic pitfalls
– Chromogranins (Cg):

• Chromogranin A: specific but poorly sensitive marker
• Chromogranin B: specific marker, available antibodies

more sensitive than most available anti-CgA antibodies

– INSM1: specific and sensitive marker
– NCAM (CD56): not specific in most body sites and not 

very sensitive
– Other markers: ASCL1, MASH-1 

• Some poorly differentiated carcinomas with a 
suggestive morphology do not express 
neuroendocrine markers 
– 10% of small cell lung carcinomas are not « small cell

neuroendocrine carcinomas »
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Pitfalls in immunohistochemical diagnosis

Inappropriate expression of synaptophysin
in colorectal adenocarcinomas

Expression of synaptophysin
in a case of NUT carcinoma
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Poorly-differentiated NENs : 
is there a consensus definition ?

• In all body sites, the same morphological criteria are proposed to 
diagnose a poorly differentiated NEN and to identify the small and large 
cell types
• These criteria are mainly derived from the study of lung neoplasms

• However, there is no consensus about the criteria required for the 
demonstration of the neuroendocrine nature of a poorly differentiated
carcinoma
• No precise criteria in most organs except for:  

• Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma of the lung (WHO, 2015): at least 10% of tumor cells
expressing synatophysin, chromogranin A and/or NCAM (CD56)

• WHO 2019 (digestive system): «the exact extent and intensity of staining (for either SYN or CgA) 
have not yet been explicitly defined, but more than scattered positive cells should be present, 
and the morphology should also be suggestive of neuroendocrine differentiation»  

• Differences in recommendations according to the body site

• Choice of neuroendocrine markers (SYN, CgA, NCAM, …)

• Number of positive markers required (1, 2, more ?)

• Combination of positive markers required



The emerging genotypic diversity
of poorly differentiated NENs
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NEC, small cell type

TP53 and RB1 inactivation

30-70% of cases

TP53 and RB1 inactivation

>90% of cases

NEC, large cell type



Three molecular signatures:
- « small-cell » like
- « adenocarcinoma » like
- « NET » like

Lung large cell NECs (LCNECs) 



Colorectal NECs and mixed tumors



Pancreatic NECs



Head and neck LCNECs

Another example of 
HPV-associated LCNEC



Large cell NEC: a diverse entity

• A heterogeneous group

• A certain degree of morphological heterogeneity
(including the frequent combination with carcinomatous
components in mixed or combined tumors)

• A high degree of genomic heterogeneity

• « small cell NEC » molecular signature: double inactivation of 
TP53 and RB1 

• « (adeno)carcinoma » molecular signatures: molecular
alterations comparable to those observed in the 
(adeno)carcinomas of the same location 

• « NET » signatures: molecular alterations comparable to those
observed in NETs of the same location 



Consequences for diagnosis
and management



Lessons for diagnosis and management

• Importance of the differential diagnosis between
the small cell and the large cell types

– Prognosis

– Response to treatment

• Importance of the molecular characterization of 
large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma

– Prognosis

– Predictive markers

– Actionable targets





Rb status : a predictive marker of response
to cisplatin therapy in NEC ?



Rb status : a predictive marker of response
to cisplatin therapy in NEC ?



Endocrine-related Cancer, 2015;22:35-45

Diagnosis Prognosis Treatment

Immunotherapy

MSI status: a prognostic and predictive marker 
in NECs and MiNENs ?



Lung large cell NEC: a case report
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Actionable targets in NEC



Actionable targets in NEC



Perspectives for 
future classifications



Must we reevaluate the «NEC» category ?

• Genomic data suggest the existence of several
pathways able to converge into a similar
phenotype

• « Primary » NECs with site-independent characteristics

• « Secondary » NECs, due to the acquisition of a 
neuroendocrine phenotype, with site-dependent
characteristics, by aggressive non-neuroendocrine 
carcinomas

• Either spontaneous or therapy-induced

• When «incomplete» (limited to some tumor clones), the basis of 
most mixed (or composite) tumors

• « Progressive » NECs, emerging from well-differentiated
NETs



Must we reevaluate
the «NEC» category ?

• Clinical and pathological evidence confirms that both « large and 
small cell NEC » phenotypes might emerge from previous
conventional adenocarcinoma either upon treatment or 
spontaneously

- well known in the prostate and the bladder

- probably valid elsewhere



Tumors are not only made of genes …

Genome level Gene expression



Perspectives: must we reevaluate
the whole «NEC» category ?

• Would it be necessary to differentiate
« primary » and « secondary » neuroendocrine 
carcinomas, or their various molecular groups, in 
the future classifications ?

• Integrative approach

• Diagnostic tools and screening tests

• Impact on prognosis and treatment



Conclusion

• Accumulating phenotypic and genotypic evidence reveals
an unexpected degree of diversity in poorly
differentiated neuroendocrine neoplasms

• These data might change our practice, raise new issues 
and open new perspectives for future classifications as 
well as for the understanding of neuroendocrine tumor
biology

• Future work should focus on: 

– Robust morphological and immunohistochemical criteria for 
diagnosis

– Integrative strategies combining data from phenotype to 
genotype and back, in the light of clinical annotations


